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August 2017 Edition

Canada Welcomes The World!

From October 2nd to October 8th, 2017 over 500 of the worlds’ best gymnasts from over 80 countries,
will be competing at the Olympic Stadium in Montreal, for their chance at one of 12 World Titles,
including 2017 Mens & Women’s All Around World Champion Titles and Individual Apparatus Finals on
all events.
There will be three days of qualifications, with athletes from 80 different countries followed by four
days of Finals. The Competition Schedule can be found at:

mtl2017gymcan.com

Support your Sport! #MTL2017GYM

Nadia Comaneci is the official spokesperson for the 47th FIG World Gymnastics Championships. Nadia
was the first gymnast to conquer the” Perfect 10” and won three gold medals at the 1976 Olympics in
Montreal at the age of 14.
“Every time I come back to Montreal, I have fond memories. It’s a part of my life;
I am proud to be the 2017 Spokesperson.” — Nadia Comaneci
Come out and support Team Canada and perhaps Team Jamaica too, as one of our own, Mackenzie
Robinson, will be competing for Jamaica. The final roster for Team Canada has not yet been announced;
athletes are currently attending training camps in order to secure their place on the team.

The 47th FIG World Artistic Gymnastics Championships is expecting over 660
Million Viewers Worldwide, cheering on 500 of the World’s Best Athletes,
representing 80 Countries and competing for 12 World Championship Titles, and
all in our own backyard! Come to Montreal! See the World!
Written by:Wendy Carroll
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Growing an Athlete Series
Adolescent Growth Spurts
Artistic Gymnastics is a sport in which, to be successful, athletes begin training at a very young age.
They learn basic movement patterns such as landings, static positions, locomotions, swings, rotations,
and springs. As athletes progress, they learn more difficult skill combinations by building on
fundamental skills.
Having adequate strength and flexibility improves safety,
aids in increasing or acquiring skills and overall
improvement of an athlete’s gymnastics. It is unfair and
unsafe to ask an athlete to perform a skill that they are
physically not prepared for.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSICAL AND
STRENGTH PREPARATION CANNOT BE
STRESSED ENOUGH:

1. Reduced incident of Injury
2. Faster and more correct skill
acquisition
3. Reduced incident of muscle soreness
4. Prolonged periods of participation
5. More sustained and intense
participation
6. More rapid recovery from fatigue

Adolescent growth spurts (AGS) can impact athletes both
positively and negatively. Rapid growth affects skills,
speed, strength, power and flexibility. While an increase
in body size, hormones, and muscular strength can
improve an athlete’s performance, there may be a
temporary decline in coordination and balance. It is also
very common to see a decrease in strength-to-weightratio and in flexibility. This experience can be frustrating for athletes, and we should acknowledge that
this decrease in athleticism should not be interpreted as a lack of skill or effort. As an athlete’s height
increases their centre of gravity also changes. All of sudden skills may not look as polished, or they are
more difficult for the athlete to perform. Lost skills just don’t reappear after AGS has stopped or slowed;
athletes have to retrain their movement patterns.
It is especially important for a coach to know when an
athlete is growing so that they can help ensure safety and
use training techniques that will assist the athlete adapt to
their growing body.

Strength-to-weight ratio
Strength can be gained quickly, but it can also be lost at the
same rate, and therefore maintenance strength training is
important throughout the entire season. During an
adolescent growth spurt, athletes often notice a decrease in
strength-to-weight ratio (SWR). For example, having longer
legs and arms can affect gymnastics skills, as the athlete
now needs more strength to hit or hold certain body
positions. Athletes may become discouraged because the
number of chin-ups they can do decreases, but they should
try to focus on the technique and positioning of those
exercises and not the number – focus on the things you can
control and the quality. During any time other than a
growth spurt, strength
(Continued on next page…)
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generally changes gradually and in predictable ways. During a growth spurt, gymnasts (especially
female gymnasts) see a relatively fast drop-off in strength to weight ratio. And while this change is not
fast enough to be measurably different from one day to the next, it is FAR faster than any change they
have experienced before. Extra strength conditioning can help them along. It is also important to note
that a decrease in SWR is normal, and the wait for the strength to catch-up is worth it because after an
athlete hits puberty, they have the potential for strength gain and it will recover the ratio.

Minimize the impact on growing joints
At OGC, we are fortunate to have equipment to assist us, and our athletes
can continue to train movement patterns with less impact on their growing
joints. Tumbling in particular can put a lot of stress on an athlete’s joints;
that is why we utilize the trampoline, Fast Track, air floor, sprung rod floor,
soft resi pits, foam pits, and stacked
mats. These tools allow athletes to
train more repetitions of skills and get
more out of their training time in the
gym. You will notice that we have pits
at the end of our rod floor, vault, pbars, high bar, rings, uneven bars,
beam, floor, and trampoline; they
provide soft
landings for big skills while alleviating
fear.

Drills and skills for balance and coordination
Have you ever wondered why coaches create balancing and agility games for their athletes? First of all,
it’s FUN. Second of all, it’s a test of courage. Thirdly, it helps growing athletes learn where their new
center of balance is. Coach Greg’s older athletes have been seen standing on top of the high bar (over
the pit) balancing and then perform a back tuck salto (flip) into the pit. Some of coach Lorne’s athletes
were recently seen competing with each other to see who could balance standing on the uneven (low)
bar the longest. You have probably also seen handstand competitions, handstand walking circuits and
relay races.

Stretching
Our OGC coaches know that stretching is one of the most important things an athlete can do –
especially when they go through an adolescent growth spurt! Athlete’s experiencing a growth spurt are
vulnerable to injury because their bones, muscles and tendons are growing quickly and not always at
the same time. Typically their bones grow first and athletes experience tightness in their muscles and
tendons. Stretching is the deliberate lengthening of muscles in order to increase muscle flexibility and
joint range of motion. Stretching works best when it becomes a part of the athlete’s regular routine.
Athletes should always stretch their muscles when they are warm. Stretching is most efficient when
performed after training, or any time when they feel tense or tight—especially when experiencing a
growth spurt.
(Continued on next page…)
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Benefits of stretching include:

Proper stretching technique:

• Helps body recover after exercise
• Helps body remain flexible as they grow
into adulthood
• Flexible bodies are more agile and perform
better
• Reduces muscle tension
• Enhances coordination and better posture
• Can prevent injuries

• Stretch when your muscles are warm; when they
are cold it increases the risk of pulling a muscle
• Hold stretch for at least 30 seconds – It takes
time to lengthen tissues safely
• Don’t bounce – Bouncing can cause small tears
in your muscle, which leaves scar tissue and can
tighten the muscle further
• Relax and remember to breath
• Stretch both sides of your body making sure your
range of motion is as equal as possible on each
side of your body
• Stretch before and after training

There is no doubt that gymnasts experience frustration during a growth spurt, but there are things
coaches can do to help them along and assure them that what they are experiencing is completely
normal. All people go through this spurt in height; however, the age at which it begins and the length of
time it continues varies.
Written by: Heidi Rampersad

Peng Peng Lee visited Oakville
Gymnastics this summer and
shared the story of her journey as
an athlete, and her road to
recovery following an injury that
prevented her from competing in
the 2012 Olympics.
Peng Peng is a former OGC athlete
and the recipient of an NCAA
scholarship to UCLA.
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Meet the Gymnast - Alex Snowden
Amazing! Determined. Strong. Mature. These are just a few of the words that
come to mind when you observe the flurry of activity that is our competitive
athletes in training. As a new season begins, these gymnasts are all busy setting
their goals, working on new skills, perfecting the old and toning those six-packs
that parents envy. If you look carefully, in the midst of all that hustle and bustle,
you will find a young MAG athlete from a family of gymnasts quietly plugging
away. He isn't the biggest kid in the gym, he doesn't have the largest collection
of gold medals (yet), and he doesn't say all that much, but he has one of the best
attitudes, a fantastic work ethic and a quiet maturity that I can't help but admire
and respect.
Alex Snowden is only 10 years old, but he has been in gymnastics for over eight years, six of which he
has trained at OGC in the MAG program. He trains 16hrs/week and is currently Provincial Level 1
working towards Level 2. His father was a gymnast, his sister, Sydney is in the WAG program and his
little brother, Lucas is also a MAG team member. You might expect this to cause some sibling rivalry or
for the three gymnasts to be competitive with one another, but you would be wrong.
"We do different stuff than WAG," Alex says simply. The
brother-sister duo compare skills and talk about what
they are working on, but it pretty much ends there. Lucas
also admires his older brother and wants "to flip just like
him," so it's friendly competition at best. As you can
imagine though, Alex has no idea what life is like without
gymnastics. It's just a part of who he is. "I did it when I
was young and it was fun, so I keep doing it," he says.
Is it always fun for him? Pretty much. His favourite things
about gymnastics are the flips and twists, but he loves it
all; "except maybe the rope...and doing stairs if you're
late," he adds. No wonder he makes sure he eats well,
gets lots of rest and hates to be late!
"Alex always seems to be happy when he comes into the
gym," adds Coach Dave Harris. "He works steadily to
improve. He is a very bright, thoughtful athlete, in that he
takes the time to listen and understand corrections." - A
very responsible approach and mature mindset for
someone so young; two of the fantastic benefits that
come from gymnastics training.
"It's fun watching him learn new things and get excited
about learning new things," says mom, Tara, "but I really
love the life skills they learn in the gym, especially how
to set goals and work hard to achieve them."

(Continued on next page…)
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But what motivates this young athlete to keep working so hard? To push himself to do the things that
intimidate him? "It (gymnastics) is fun and to get to the fun, you have to face your fears," he tells me.
(Not only did he apply this motto to training, but to my own fear of riding Leviathin - something he of
course, has already done.) And if you aren't already impressed by his philosophy towards life, he also
confides that while he loves both training and competing, he sometimes gets a bit nervous at
competitions. His solution? A simple reminder to himself, "It's not about getting 1st. It's about doing
your own best. No one can do better than their best."
So other than his guru-worthy take on
achievement and personal success, what
sets Alex Snowden apart as a gymnast?
Easy. His Gumby-like flexibility; especially
in his shoulders. It has made some skills,
like dislocates, easier to achieve and saves
him from execution deductions in
competition.
Alex's biggest accomplishment is his
double front on the fast track. It's a tough
skill, but he loves it because he "gets to
flip fast!" Giants have also been tough.
They have been his greatest challenge thus
far, but he knows if he puts in the work, he
will be rewarded with eventual success.
Where that success will lead him, is still to
be determined.
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Alex would eventually like to attend some of the MAG
Elite training camps when he gets older. He also
thinks what the male Olympians are capable of "is
pretty cool", but he's not sure if that's the path he
wants to follow. For now, he wants to focus on the
present. Coach Ricardo once told him, "Good form
makes things easier." Alex considers this the best
advice he has been given, so he is working on his
form, playing baseball and chillin' with his iPad.
Sounds like a great way to start the 2017 season!
Want to get to know Alex a bit better? See his
Favourites below:
1. Colour: Gold!
2. Event: Rings - because you move fast when you flip
and swing and it lasts longer than vault
3. Move: Dislocate - swing up in front and turn your
shoulders out
4. Subject: Math - He's really good at it!
5. TV show: Bayblade Burst Series
6. Food: Mac and Cheese, or any cheesy pasta!
7. Video Game: Clash of Clans - Town Hall 9
8. Place to be outside the gym: A friend's house
playing video games

Written by: Cheska Jackson

National Tumbling Results
Congratulations to our Tumbling athletes who competed this July 12-17, 2017! A special
congratulations to Ben, Emily and Helen, who have qualified for the World Age Group
Championships in Sofia, Bulgaria (November 2017).

Level 6 MEN
Ben R - ! SILVER
Ben was also part of Team Ontario that won!
GOLD in the team competition
Level 6 WOMEN
Emily H - ! SILVER
Helen D - ! BRONZE
Emma C - 5th
Elizabeth - 8th
7
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OGC Alumni Cory Paterson visits OGC
NCAA Scholarship feedback

Prior to the 2017 Canadian National Artistic Championships, OGC hosted a very special visitor. Cory
Paterson is a former OGC athlete and three-time National Champion who trained under Coach Greg
Jackson. He has been on the Canadian National Team since 2005. Cory recently graduated from
IOWA University where he majored in Business and Finance and was attending on a full NCAA
scholarship. Cory came back to OGC in May 2017 for a few days to train with Greg and we were able
to catch up with him around the chalk bucket.
When I asked Cory how it felt to be a celebrity at OGC, he
was actually quite modest and even blushed. He compared
it to when Matt Albreicht came back to OGC to visit. Matt
was also an OGC athlete and recipient of a NCAA
scholarship. He was someone that Cory looked up to as a
younger athlete. This time it was Cory signing and handing
out posters to the next generation of athletes.
The smile on Greg’s face said more than words. You could
tell he was proud of Cory and everything that he had
accomplished. However, Greg will not take any credit for it.
“Cory’s strong physical skills are really a product of his strong
mental skills. Cory learned new skills because he wanted to
learn them. I just guided him along the path. He wanted it.
As a coach it’s great if you don’t have to convince someone
to work hard.”
Cory spoke about his experiences at IOWA University as the
best four years of his life. It is quite different competing as a
team rather than as an individual. The energy and cheering
at a NCAA meet is completely out of this world. The athletes learn to train, focus and deal with this
type of distraction. They thrive in this atmosphere, and it is all about how you can best contribute to the
team score. It makes gymnastics in Canada feel like a hushed golf game. NCAA gymnastics is FUN.
(Continued on next page…)
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The NCAA gymnasts are well taken care of. They get to choose their classes and schedules first, so that
they can work around their training schedules. They have access to trainers, to the most up-to-date
sports therapy and to massage. They ensure that the athletes are well nourished, and they provide them
with post workout meals. Balancing school and training becomes second nature.

I also took a moment to chat with Cory’s father Allister Paterson. Allister was a member of the OGC
board as Chairman for six years, and also a board member of Gymnastics Canada for two years. Allister
is a wealth of knowledge when it comes to NCAA scholarships. There were years when Cory was the
oldest and only athlete training at his level; that NCAA scholarship was the “dangling carrot” or the
motivation that kept him training and coming to the gym every day.

Here is Allister’s advice if your child is seeking a NCAA scholarship:
Learn the rules early: NCAA recruiting rules are available on the NCAA website. The main restriction
involves accepting funds or training support from anyone other than Gymnastics Canada – this could
undermine an athlete’s amateur status. Coaches are very
restricted in contacting athletes off campus. You need to
contact them – the best way to do this is with a phone call
or a campus visit. If you send an e-mail or leave a
message they will likely get it, but they cannot call you
back.
Start Early: Put your athlete out there in the form of
videos, campus visits, and get your athlete on the
recruiter’s radar.
(Continued on next page…)
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Research and pick a good program: Choose a program that suits your athlete. Education comes first.
Be aggressive and plan to visit: It is normal for US athletes to visit coaches and show their interest
during grade 10 and 11. Coaches are inundated by letters and videos and have limited time to travel
and scout athletes. If you make the time and effort to arrange a visit to their office on campus, your
athlete will be much harder to forget and will be given more serious consideration.
Ask about academic scholarships: Ontario students are highly respected in the USA for their high
school education.

Cory recalls that he was very much involved in negotiating his NCAA scholarship. Coaches want to talk
to the athletes (not the athlete’s parents); they are looking for someone who is self-sufficient, mature,
and who is able to stand up for themselves and sell themselves. After all, the school is paying for the
athlete’s education and for the athlete to be a contributing member of the team. It’s like applying for a
job. Cory’s parents stood aside while he negotiated his own deal – even got his books thrown in.
At the time of the interview, Cory was getting ready to attend his last Canadian Nationals and was
considering retirement from the sport. He was looking forward to spending his last Nationals on the
floor with Greg - it felt like he had come full circle. At Nationals, Cory competed on four of the six
events. In the qualifying round he was 8th on floor, 5th on pommel, 4th on p-bars, and 3rd on highbar. He qualified for three event finals and came home with a silver medal on high bar. Coach Greg
noted that while his high bar routine is not one that has high difficult release moves back to back, his
high scores and difficulty comes in the intricate handwork and pirouettes that he performs along with
his near perfect form. I have since learned that Cory will be postponing his retirement from gymnastics
as he is now on the Olympic hopeful list for 2020 and is training in Montreal.

Written by: Heidi Rampersad
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Kathryn Doran Scores a Perfect 10 in Talent,
Determination and Perseverance
NCAA Scholarship recipient
Many girls try gymnastics at a very young
age. They are excited with the “neat” tricks,
the dancing on floor and the beautiful
leotards. But a gymnast’s love of their sport
is constantly tested…The first test comes
when they are old enough to enter the
competitive stream. Some like
competitions, while others find them too
stressful. The next test comes during their
growth spurt. The frustration of having to
teach their new bodies tricks that they used
to be able to do with ease can lead to many
an exit from the sport. Injuries are another
test. Bigger skills and growing bodies often
lead to more injuries. Some are serious,
some are not, but all teach a gymnast the
importance of conditioning and patience to
let their injury heal properly to avoid a
longer time sitting on the sidelines. Many
will say the aches and pains that come with
the sport are not worth it. Sometimes a friend will learn skills quicker and progress at a faster rate.
Sometimes one seemingly impossible skill will lead to a disappointing competitive season. The point I
am getting to is that, while many young girls start gymnastics, few take it as far as Kathryn Doran.
Kathryn (Kat) started her gymnastics career at three years old, in the 4 hour mini group. Although she
has remained an OGC athlete throughout her 14 years in the sport, she has had many coaches. 15
coaches to be exact! Kat credits her current coaches, Lorne Bobkin, Monica Covacci and Candice
Feinrip for getting her where she is today. She says she has improved greatly over the last three years
and refers to her coaches as her “second family”, telling me they have had an influence not just on
gymnastics but on her life as well.
Her coaches had many great things to say about Kathryn. Candice said that she has “seen Kathryn go
through adversity during growth spurts and by being in the shadows of many top athletes during her
younger years, and not once did she give up”. Lorne said, “Kat. She is awesome. She is all of this … “
and then pointed me towards the Barbara Streisand song, “Putting it all Together” …
“ without proper preparation
Having just a vision’s no solution
Everything depends on execution
The art of making art
Is putting it together, bit by bit
Link by link, making the connections, yes we do!”
(Continued on next page…)
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Unfortunately, injuries and disappointment are part of this very mentally and physically difficult sport.
Kat has been lucky with only minor injuries throughout her career. A fractured wrist, torn ligaments in
her ankle, general growing pains, hamstring problems and back problems. It may seem strange to some
that, in this sport, those are classified as “minor injuries” but these girls are tough and determined!
Kathryn explained to me that all of the injuries and pain, having to push through it all, has made her
stronger.
Strong she certainly is! Talented and driven as well! A self-described perfectionist, Kat is her biggest
critic. After a fall on beam at Ontario Championships prevented her from attending Nationals this past
season, Kat was very hard on herself. She is fortunate to have a great support team made up of her
family and her coaches; they made her realize she shouldn’t define herself by one meet. Kathryn was
proud of the mental toughness she showed the next day, hitting all of her routines at event finals!

Her accomplishments are many. She is very proud to say that she is a two time Ontario Champion and
a two time Eastern Champion, and that she has represented Team Ontario 6 times! One meet that really
stands out in her mind is the 2016 Ontario Provincial Championships where she went in as a bit of an
underdog. Kat wanted to hit all of her routines and earn a spot on Team Ontario at Nationals. Kathryn
not only hit all of her routines, she won the whole meet!
(Continued on next page…)
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Kat’s talent and hard work has paid off in the form of a full athletic scholarship to the University of
Bridgeport in Connecticut. Scholarships are not easy to come by and a lot of work is put in to getting
the attention of University coaches. First and foremost, you need to have the skill level. You also need
good competition results and the drive to succeed. You need to be “coachable” and you need to have
the grades – school grades that is. Sounds like a lot? It is! A big congratulations goes out to Kat for this
huge accomplishment and a big nod goes to her parents who put in a lot of work to help her secure her
scholarship.
A college scholarship was something that was always
in the back of Kat’s mind. It became more of a focal
point when she entered grade 9. She made sure that
she selected the courses she would need for an NCAA
scholarship. She began sending videos to schools in
grade 10 and was then asked to visit a couple of
schools. She started later than most recruits and
found that a lot of scholarship spots were already
filled. Kat started to entertain the possibility that she
may not be offered a scholarship until the University
of Bridgeport came “knocking” in early June.
Kat’s advice to girls wanting a scholarship is to start
early! Contact the coaches and universities, make
sure you know what they are looking for and work
hard to perfect those skills. Realize that there are a
lot of girls trying for the same spot you want. She says
you’ll need to handle a lot of rejection but “keep
going” and “stay positive”.
Kat is very excited to be heading off to join
Bridgeport University’s Purple Knights in the fall,
and her major will be Human Services (Social
Work). She has been a great role model for all of
the gymnasts here at OGC and her signing is a
great source of pride for her family, the club and
her coaches. It has proven to be a very big
motivation for the younger athletes and has given
them another thing to strive towards. We all know
that many youngsters say, “My gymnastics goal is
to go to the Olympics.” Who knows? Maybe some
will, but the chances are slim and involve so many
variables. It is exciting for these athletes to know
that there can be gymnastics after high school
without the Olympics. Maybe their hard work will
eventually reward them with a full or partial
scholarship towards a quality university education.
As Kat embarks on a new adventure and takes on
new challenges, we’ll all be watching and will have
fun saying, “I knew her when … “
Good luck Kat! And congratulations!

Written by: Kim Hughes
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OGC Acro Athletes Heading to the Pan Am
Championships
Hosted by USA Gymnastics, the Pan American Championships are a major continental gymnastics
competition for rhythmic and acrobatic gymnasts. The competition is open to teams from member
nations of the Pan American Gymnastics Union.
This is the first time that Gymnastics Canada has officially named a team to represent Canada at the
Pan American Championships in acrobatic gymnastics.
Congratulations to our Acrobatic athletes on their performance at the Pan American Championships
Selection Event. Gymnastics Canada has announced the Canadian team that will travel to Florida in
October and it's filled with OGC athletes!
THE ATHLETES:

Age Group 1 Mixed Pair: Mila di Salle, Theo Rots-Chan – Oakville Gymnastics
Age Group 1 Men’s Pair: Kristian Diana, Maxwell Hendershot – Oakville Gymnastics
Age Group 1 Women’s Pair: Karyzza Guillermo, Nikki Krigos – Gymnastics Mississauga
Age Group 1 Women’s Pair: Ava Gokiert, Evelina Merkulov – Calgary Acro
Age Group 1 Women’s Group: Lola Gray, Piper Lafayette, Cassandra Larner – Oakville Gymnastics
Age Group 2 Women’s Pair: Mikaela Pingol, Juliana Summer – Oakville Gymnastics
Age Group 2 Women’s Group: Ashlee Chan, Kiara-Carin Kacvinsky, Kiana Wilson – Oakville Gymnastics
Age Group 2 Women’s Group: Allison Attard, Emmanuelle Shemko, Ally Swanepoel – Oakville Gymnastics
Junior Women’s Group: Alexandra D’Souza, Charlotte Penner, Erin Oswald – Oakville Gymnastics
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MANY THANKS TO OUR OGC SPONSORS AND PARTNERS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED AND VALUED SUPPORT
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